Current Trends: Discovery of Electronically Stored Information on Mobile Devices and Social Media

The rise of mobile technology and the pervasiveness of social media have introduced new questions regarding a corporation's preservation responsibilities pertaining to electronically stored information ("ESI") and to its potential discoverability.

This Jones Day White Paper provides an overview of recommendations for identifying and preserving ESI, and examines how discovery rules apply to mobile devices and social media. Particular attention is given to preservation requirements and the possible sanctions imposed for data loss.
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The evolution of mobile technology and social media continues to raise new questions about the preservation and discoverability of electronically stored information ("ESI"). Technological growth is constantly changing the scope of discoverable ESI and the type of ESI subject to preservation obligations. Practically speaking, these issues can heavily impact businesses that rely on mobile technology and social media to communicate. In turn, the courts have grappled with the application of these ever-evolving business platforms to the more traditional discovery parameters set by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Concerns regarding the permissibility and scope of obtaining these types of ESI have left corporations questioning the extent to which there is a duty to preserve and what information is discoverable.

This White Paper provides an overview of how courts have applied the Federal Rules to the discovery of mobile devices and social media, giving insight to navigating this new age of e-discovery.¹

IS MOBILE-DEVICE AND SOCIAL-MEDIA ESI DISCOVERABLE?

Text Messages and Social Media
Some courts have held that text messages are discoverable if the requesting party can show that the messages are relevant and in the possession and control of the responding party.² Some courts have also ordered the production of social-media ESI, including Facebook messages or posts. Production of social-media posts may be ordered when the information sought directly references the opposing party or is relevant to the issues raised in the complaint. However, courts have been careful not to order over-inclusive production of social-media data, likening such “unfettered access” to inviting the requesting party to “rummage through the desk drawers and closet in plaintiff's home.”³

Personal-Behavior Data, Mobile Applications, and Images
Physical activity and application usage recorded on mobile devices have also been held to be discoverable if relevant and in the custody, possession, or control of the responding party. For example, the Eastern District of Texas ordered a plaintiff to produce her Fitbit data, phone fitness applications, and other phone application usage where the defendant claimed such information was relevant to his rebuttal of the plaintiff's injury claims.⁴ There, the plaintiff was required to produce browser histories, event logs, and other activity logs, but was not required to provide the actual content of the applications used because it was the use of the devices, not the information contained within, that was relevant to the defendant’s rebuttal.⁵ The court noted that the defendant's request to review all of the plaintiff's electronic devices posed a significant intrusion into her privacy, which would be appropriate only where the plaintiff had failed to comply with her discovery obligations.⁶ Information exchanged using end-to-end encrypted phone applications such as WhatsApp and iMessage present unique production challenges. When these applications are used, service providers cannot view the exchanged information and the information cannot be extracted from the devices without decryption.⁷ Further complicating matters are “ephemeral” applications such as Snapchat and Wickr, where images and messages transferred remain on the recipient's mobile device for a limited period of time before expiring. Once the information is deleted, it is impossible to obtain.⁸ How courts deal with these issues is discussed below, along with the methods employed by the courts to rectify prejudice resulting from the use of these applications.

DISCOVERY RULES AS APPLIED TO MOBILE DEVICES, SOCIAL MEDIA, AND OTHER MOBILE DATA

The most significant recent developments in the case law concerning discoverability of ESI on mobile devices and social media include: (i) developing the meaning of possession/custody and relevancy of ESI stored on mobile devices; (ii) resolving questions of burden; and (iii) applying curative measures or sanctions where appropriate. The following sections provide an overview of how courts have resolved these issues.

When is ESI that is Stored on Employees’ Mobile Devices Within the Responding Party's Custody, Possession, or Control?
Parties are limited to obtaining discovery that is within the responding party's "possession, custody, or control."⁹ While the definition of “control” varies by jurisdiction, it is often defined...
as the “legal right to obtain the documents requested” or the “practical ability” to obtain the requested information. The question of who maintains control of a business’s data is subject to a fact-specific analysis that considers both ownership and usage of the device at issue.

- **Company Ownership.** Data stored on employer-owned devices is usually considered to be under the employer’s control; thus, company-owned mobile devices used by employees are regularly subject to discovery when the company is faced with litigation if the discovery sought is also relevant and proportional to the needs of the case.

- **Employee Ownership.** Some courts have found that a company “controls” data for purposes of discovery even when the employee owns the device at issue if the company has directed employees to use their own devices for work. In some cases, companies will reimburse employees for mobile-device usage fees, but courts have yet to address the impact of such practices on the question of “control.” Relatedly, there is a gray area where an employer has not affirmatively instructed or permitted employees to use their personal devices for work purposes. In order for discovery to be allowed in such situations, it is likely that a requesting party must, at a minimum, show that employees used their personal devices for business purposes and there is potentially relevant data on them.

The Technological Challenges of Applying Proportionality and Burden Principles to Mobile-Device and Social-Media ESI Discovery

Collecting ESI from mobile devices and social media is expensive and time-consuming. Parties who object to discovery requests must show why the requests are disproportionate to the needs of the case or overbroad. Specifically, the objecting party must provide details regarding the time, cost, and resources required to obtain the information in order to show the court that the discovery is unduly burdensome and that the burden or expense outweighs the benefit of the information—unsupported assertions are likely not enough.

While some mobile-device data can be easily duplicated, more complicated data extraction usually requires professional assistance and additional expenses. For example, data-collection service providers may need to bypass security or retrieve deleted data. If there are no in-house experts who can provide specifics regarding cost and effort to retrieve data, a party may have to consult outside experts, generating additional litigation expenses.

Data Preservation and the Risk of Self-Destructing Messaging Applications

Once the duty to preserve has been triggered, reasonable steps should be taken to preserve data. Generally, the duty to preserve is triggered when litigation is foreseeable, such as when a government investigation is initiated or a demand letter is received. Once on notice, parties should institute a litigation hold for all relevant custodians and data-storage systems for relevant ESI to prevent the loss of relevant data.

Loss of relevant data, or “spoliation,” is defined as the “destruction or significant alteration of evidence, or the failure to preserve property for another’s use as evidence in pending or reasonably foreseeable litigation.” Perfection is not required, but courts will consider a party’s sophistication, resources, and costs in its reasonableness evaluation. To confirm that preservation methods were reasonable, the courts may request that parties provide information on their preservation efforts and resources. For parties with fewer resources, such as individual litigants, less expensive and less comprehensive efforts may be reasonable. On the other hand, parties with extensive litigation resources and experience in preserving data may be held to a higher standard.

Generally, the use of self-deleting applications or programs to conduct business should be avoided. Recent sanctions against Uber illustrate the peril of using such applications. In a case between Uber and Waymo, information exchanged on Wickr became the subject of discovery. Wickr is an instant-messenger application where only the sender and recipient can read the exchanged messages and the messages are permanently deleted within a set period of time after being read. Uber instructed its employees to use Wickr to exchange instant messages. Later, discovery of the instant messages was impossible. To sanction Uber, the court permitted Waymo to present evidence of Uber’s use of Wickr to explain missing information in Waymo’s proof that Uber had misappropriated trade secrets. Whether Uber’s use of Wickr was intended to shield the exchanged information from discovery was immaterial to the court’s decision to allow Waymo to present this evidence.
PLANNING AHEAD

Corporate Policies for Use of Mobile Devices
Companies should decide whether to issue company-owned mobile devices or to require employees to use their own devices. A related decision is when and to what extent (if at all) employers permit their employees to use mobile devices for work-related purposes. If mobile devices are necessary to conduct business, companies should consider writing and implementing clear mobile device policies for employees to follow that address these issues. Whatever the content of such policies, employers and employees should be aware that once litigation is reasonably anticipated, relevant data on employee mobile devices can be subject to preservation obligations—even in situations where the employee owns the device at issue. Further, to avoid the outcome in Waymo, companies can adopt policies barring the use of self-deleting applications for work purposes. Companies can also consider mobile-data back-up systems, such as cloud applications, to avoid the inadvertent loss of data. As always, each decision on policies and practices will vary, depending on individual company circumstances.

Preservation Action Plans
Long before litigation is a concern, consider putting into place an action plan for handling litigation-related preservation issues that can be implemented immediately if litigation becomes reasonably foreseeable. Processes that the plan could cover include:

- Determining the scope of the preservation obligations;
- Drafting the litigation hold notice;
- Identifying individuals who may have relevant documents and should receive the legal hold;
- Creating the distribution list for the litigation hold notice;
- Identifying the information technology ("IT") personnel who are available to suspend normal-course deletion functions and other hold issues that may arise;
- Monitoring and tracking compliance with the litigation hold, such as discussing the litigation hold with key employees and periodically following up to confirm execution.

To help reduce errors in the preservation process, counsel should be involved when a company is developing or updating its mobile-device/social-media use policies and action plans. Ideally, the company should utilize in-house or outside counsel familiar with drafting comprehensive policies, as well as with the legal landscape of preservation obligations and the company's mobile information systems and other electronic data sources. As technology evolves rapidly, so does this area of law.

An action plan can provide the necessary information to identify relevant company-owned mobile devices along with personal devices that are being used for business purposes, including a plan for preserving that information. Among the strategies for preserving mobile-device/social-media information are: (i) mirror imaging of devices; (ii) collection and storage of company-issued devices; and (iii) printing of screenshots, photos, text messages, social-media chats, or blog posts (including the preservation of associate metadata when it is reasonable to do so, particularly when the process relies on the individual custodian's compliance, which creates risk). In addition, while Facebook and Twitter provide users the ability to download their own information, the metadata, timestamps, and link content may not be available in the downloaded form. To the extent this information is necessary, counsel may need assistance from the third-party platform provider to retrieve such data.

In creating any type of data-preservation plan for mobile devices or social media, consulting with a forensic collection vendor, in conjunction with knowledgeable counsel, can help ensure that the plan is as comprehensive as possible. When hiring an outside vendor to assist with data back-up or preservation, companies should discuss storage issues with the vendor, including: (i) holding periods; (ii) data access (to ensure that the data is secure); and (iii) data ownership. Entrusting internal company data to an outside vendor can simplify in-house operations, but it can also limit the company's control of the access and use of the data, if not negotiated prior to executing the contract. Reviewing the action plans to update and revise them on a regular basis can ensure compliance with the current laws.

The Litigation Hold Has Been Triggered—Now What?
Once litigation is reasonably foreseeable, counsel (either in-house or outside) should be engaged to provide guidance and advice while the action plan is implemented. Counsel can be valuable in limiting preservation to only necessary information (thus reducing preservation costs), as well as minimizing the risk of failing to preserve potentially discoverable data. This is particularly important in the mobile-device/social-media
space, as this area of law is rapidly evolving. Knowledgeable counsel will be able to quickly and efficiently ensure that the action plan is tailored to the law at the time the obligation to preserve is triggered.

Counsel’s advice can substantially and positively impact the costs associated with preservation. If the efforts to preserve mobile data are unreasonable, counsel (with the help of the company) may be able to identify other, less costly sources of the same information. For example, if largely duplicate information exists on multiple platforms (a company biography page and LinkedIn), counsel can analyze the risks associated with preserving only the more accessible platform.

Overall, it is ideal to involve counsel early and often to maintain and implement the action plan. Because IT is critical to the success of the action plan, some companies have designated specific IT personnel as responsible for engaging with counsel on preservation issues. The designated IT personnel should be able to provide information about the company’s systems and applications, which is critical to complying with preservation obligations and responding to discovery requests. In the event that mobile-device or social-media data is requested (and prior to agreeing or objecting to those discovery requests), data-collection vendors can be helpful in evaluating the extent of the time, costs, and resources required to obtain the data.

Frequent updates to counsel on the implementation of the action plan will place counsel in the best position to advise the company and defend its practices later on. For example, if a company ultimately wants to take the position that the cost of producing certain data outweighs the perceived benefit, counsel’s involvement throughout the action plan implementation will provide important insight into the costs and time required to produce the data that is critical to successfully avoiding production.

WHEN ARE SANCTIONS IMPOSED AND HOW CAN COMPANIES AVOID THEM?

Failing to preserve relevant data can result in serious sanctions, especially where an intent to deprive can be shown. Here, we provide a quick overview of how that framework applies to ESI stored on portable devices and social media.

In the event of spoliation, courts analyze whether: (i) the ESI should have been preserved; (ii) the lost ESI is a result of the party’s failure to employ reasonable efforts to preserve it; and (iii) the data cannot be restored or replaced through other means to determine if and to what extent sanctions should be imposed. If the answer to each inquiry is yes, then the ESI is truly lost, and sanctions may be appropriate. Federal courts can also impose sanctions against bad-faith actors, even if ESI is not actually lost.

Sanctions come in all shapes and sizes. To determine the severity of the sanctions, courts typically first analyze whether the non-offending party has been prejudiced and whether the offending party had an intent to deprive. Courts determine the existence and extent of prejudice by evaluating whether the lost information was relevant and if so, whether reasonable steps were taken to preserve the data. The intent to deprive is defined as “intend[ing] to impair the ability of the other side to effectively litigate its case.” If prejudice and/or intent to deprive is found, numerous sanctions are open to the court, including ordering the offending party to pay for sanction motion costs, instructing the jury that it may or must presume that the lost information was unfavorable to the offending party (also known as an adverse inference instruction), and even in the most extreme situations case dismissals and default judgments.

Though the degree of culpability in the intent-to-deprive analysis is not always perfectly clear, there have been some cases where the loss of ESI on mobile devices and social media has resulted in sanctions. At least one court has found an intent to deprive where a defendant used his personal iPhone and iPad for business purposes (including using his iPad to take screenshots of hundreds of corporate emails) and subsequently “lost” the devices, finding that the defendant “knew or should have known” he was required to preserve the data. In another case, the Southern District of New York imposed an adverse inference instruction sanction against a defendant for intentionally depriving the plaintiff of relevant text messages, even though a contracted nonparty was responsible for replacing his mobile device and not backing up the text messages in question.

In the most egregious and willful instances of ESI destruction and intent to deprive, default judgments have been imposed. The Fifth Circuit held that a default judgment was appropriate
after a defendant failed to produce text messages despite having been ordered to do so by the district court.\textsuperscript{34} The Ninth Circuit similarly held that the district court did not abuse its discretion when it entered a default judgment against a defendant because he willfully deleted data from his laptop, despite explicit court orders to preserve “all data” on his electronic devices.\textsuperscript{35} While the degrees of culpability that can rise to the level of intent to deprive may vary, the willful defiance of a court order to preserve data has been cited by several courts as a ground for leveling the most severe sanctions.

**CONCLUSION**

Although navigating the discovery of ESI from mobile devices and social media is complicated, companies can, with the assistance of counsel, avoid common pitfalls by: (i) having a comprehensive understanding of the mobile-device and social-media data used within their companies; (ii) maintaining and properly implementing mobile-device and social-media usage and preservation policies to avoid data loss and sanctions; (iii) developing an action plan to preserve mobile-device and/or social media data to implement when the party reasonably anticipates litigation; and (iv) involving counsel in the drafting and implementation of the action plan. Proper steps to ensure that litigation holds extend to mobile devices and social media, when necessary, can enhance a company’s comprehensive data preservation strategy.
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